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Synopsis
Pandemics such as Ebola can become serious public health crises, as was seen recently in

Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone. But they can also become serious security issues as well,
both in terms of the authorities’ ability to keep order, but also for business operations. This
problem can become even more acute in remote locations, where a company site may have
the only functioning health clinic for miles around, and companies that may be in a state of
lock-down might be confronted by local communities desperate for help. This Roundtable will
examine how public health crises can represent a serious security risk for companies and
communities, with an emphasis on the need for robust emergency preparedness.
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Before, During and After the Emergency
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more

holistically at public health emergencies as
three phases encompassing the period
before the emergency, during the outbreak
and lessons learned afterwards. Before a
public health outbreak like Ebola, it is
important to examine the ways in which
both governments and the public view the
crisis. In the case of Ebola, the governments
were initially in denial and the entire
situation was downplayed to an alarming
degree. The governments lacked confidence
to provide concrete answers to the Ebola
crisis. This was one of the reasons the crisis
rose to the magnitude that it did. The ‘eye of

the storm’ phase of the outbreak is defined
in the ways in which multiple actors react to
the event. Here, companies play an
important role in providing leadership and
confidence to the communities around
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A second important aspect of community
empowerment is the way in which businesses provide the public an opportunity to
control the crisis. For example, if paid leave
is denied to members of the local community, they will not be willing to give up their
livelihood even for a day. During a health
outbreak this becomes a situation with
great risk as those exposed to the disease
may not take time off work in order to not
forego wages. Therefore systems must be in
place to provide paid leave in cases of public
health emergencies so that those at risk can
seek appropriate help. This works to contain
situations
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Looking In From the Outside
The last presentation looked at public
health emergencies as they are viewed by
outside actors., such as foreign governments

and

international

NGOs.

The

response by international governments and
agencies to public health emergencies is in
many cases slow and delayed. Coordination
between international and local actors is
lacking in many ways and this contributes to
the crisis. In public health emergencies a

lack of coordination means that the crisis is
dispersed more rapidly. Therefore what is
required is that international governments
and aid agencies work with locals to prepare
a rapid response. Business communities
play a huge role in bringing about such
coordination because they are at many

times the meeting point between national
and international agencies. They can thus
take on the role of coordination of activities
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